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Living with water
2 June 2016

The built environment needs to adapt to the risingchallenge of water, as Richard
Coutts explains

Water has always shaped our built environment and willcontinue to do so. We depend on it;
we use it; we live with it; and,consequently, we must also respect it.

In both its absence and abundance ? drought and flooding? water will pose one of the most
serious challenges to society in the 21stcentury and beyond. However, it can, through
considered design, be used tocreate beautiful and resilient cities.

This winter, the failure of recently constructed UK flooddefences in northern England was
exposed during floods in Cumbria andYorkshire. Combined with a higher frequency of storm
events over the lastdecade, this has contributed to a growing realisation of the uncertainty
aroundweather patterns and an awareness that reliance on traditional flood defencesalone is
not working.

With Environment Agency Deputy Chief Executive DavidRooke asking for a ?complete
rethink?, it is timely that Aquatecture:Buildings and cities designed to live and work with water
by myself andRobert Barker was published by RIBA in January.

Fundamentally, ?aquatecture? seeks to make space forwater in developments rather than
trying to keep it out. The book illustrateshow this is being done with examples from around the
world, as well asproviding examples of the opportunities that water can offer.

It is intended as a non-technical introduction todesigning with water for policy-makers and
professionals, based on an updatedversion of our Long-term Initiatives forFlood-risk
Environments (LifE) Project , and the findings of complementaryresearch undertaken for the
Environment Agency, Technology Strategy Board andWorld Bank.

It also introduces the reader to a range of newtechniques that rethink the way we tackle water
through design and planning,such as flood-resilient and amphibious building, zero-carbon
development,sustainable urban drainage systems (SuDS) and new methods of waterfront
design.

The book is organised into four disciplines ?infrastructure, landscape, planning and
aquatecture ? that are exploredindividually then brought together in case studies at the scales
of region,city, neighbourhood and building.
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The LifE approach
In 2005, we established the LifE Project , an integrated designapproach to planning and
building that seeks to reduce flood risk throughsustainable design. It adopts a non-defensive
approach to flood riskmanagement, promotes the creation of space for water, and upholds the
highestenvironmental design standards.

New developments built according to the LifE principleswould reduce overall flood risk, help to
mitigate the effects of climate changeand deliver high-quality, sustainable and resilient
settlements. The LifEProject received UK government funding through the Department for
Environment,Food and Rural Affairs Innovation Fund in 2007. An expert team sought
toestablish and test the LifE principles by masterplanning three sites in the UK,although the
principles are transferable to other countries.

Fundamental to the approach is a shift from traditionalflood prevention towards a less
defensive approach. Space is made to storewater, and for water to flow through predetermined
parts of settlements withoutsignificant disruption to people. The space between buildings,
which isdesigned to flood, could provide other functions when not flooded, such as
recreationor energy generation, in a multifunctional way that demonstrates integratedplanning.

The approach is based on three essential considerations:

-

development pressure ? the need to build and support agrowing and ageing
population, and the need to improve all development toensure better living
conditions and wellbeing
environmental change ? caused by both human-induced andnatural processes,
including pollution, habitat destruction, overextraction offresh water, land
degradation and climate change
increased risk of flooding ? more frequent and moresevere flood events that affect
a greater number of people and businesses.

The proposed response is illustrated by threeintersecting approaches that incorporate the LifE
principles:

-

making space for water ? working with natural processesto provide space for water
(rain, rivers and sea) to expand during times offlood, reducing reliance on flood
defences
living with water ? developing communities that aredesigned to anticipate, cope
with and recover quickly from flooding, withlittle or no impact on their daily lives
eco-design ? harnessing natural resources to createlow-energy developments that
have a positive impact on the environment and seekto reduce carbon emissions.

At the centre of the Venn diagram (see Figure 1), theprinciples converge in an holistic
approach, integrating planning,architecture, landscape and engineering to create
multifunctional spaces andbuildings and provide storm and floodwater attenuation when
necessary.
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Figure 1: The LifE approach

These principles underpin the design philosophies of thearchitecture, masterplans, and
landscape and engineering solutions used inaquatecture. They are illustrated at a range of
scales through case studies thatshow how the LifE approach may be applied to create resilient
communities.

Aquatecture
Individual properties may require flood protection whereit is not possible to reduce the risk of
flooding through planning orlandscaping measures alone, or where there is a residual risk.
Historicbuildings or key buildings such as hospitals, communication hubs or safe havensmay
also need protection.

Five main approaches to tackling flood risk at buildingscale have been identified.
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1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Flood avoidance: This approach works by locatingbuildings away from flood risk
areas or lifting buildings above the water levelon stilts or raised land.
Flood resistance: Also known as dry-proofing or waterexclusion strategy, this
approach seeks to keep water outside the building byblocking ways for the water
to enter and providing a water-resistant buildingfabric.
Flood resilience: Also known as wet-proofing and waterentry strategy, this
approach allows the water into a building in a controlledway and relies on the use
of internal water-resilient materials and detailingto prevent permanent damage
and allow quick recovery after a flood.
Floating: This approach works by permanently floating thebuilding on water,
enabling it to move up and down with the floodwater andpreventing people and
property from being flooded.
Amphibious: With this approach, also known as can-float,the building is fixed to
a buoyant base that rests on the ground but isdesigned to float when floodwaters
rise, temporarily creating a floatingstructure (see Figure 2, and also Riseof the
New ).

Figure 2: The UK?s first amphibious house inBuckinghamshire

Dutch project
In 1993, heavy rainfall led to flooding in Limburg in theSouth East of the Netherlands. In 1995,
water in the Dutch river and dykesystem rose to such alarming levels that a quarter of a million
people wereevacuated from their homes. This close call led to a shift in approach, fromholding
out water through defensive means to acknowledging that space for waterwas needed; thus,
the Roomfor the River project was born.

The Dutch government identified that the dischargecapacity of the river system had to be
increased to cope with heavierdischarges than previously anticipated, in response to climate
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change. Thisneeded both a national and regional approach, in particular in the
Maas/Rhineriver deltas ? IJssel, Waal and Nederrijn. It also involved 17 partners,including
Rijkswaterstaat, the Dutch Department for Public Works and WaterManagement.

The Room for the River project involves a range ofmeasures, including relocating dykes,
lowering floodplains, enlarging the riverchannel, removing obstacles to flow such as groynes or
bridge supports, andflood-relief channels.

Although these approaches require considerableengineering, another, overarching objective
was to improve the environmentalquality of the river system.

One of the key projects is located on the River Waalbetween Nijmegen and Lent (see Figure
3). Nijmegen is located on a pinch pointin the river, around 17km downstream of Germany; it
will see a ?365m newflood-relief channel and dyke installed to reduce the risk of
floodingregionally and help support the redevelopment of Lent.

Figure 3: Nijmegen, the Netherlands: aerial view of therelief channel

Baca Architects was engaged to provide landscape anddevelopment ideas for the island
created by the new waterway. The proposals foran eco-tourism destination embrace both the
water and the landscape withrecreation facilities and innovative flood-proof buildings on the
waterfront.

This major engineering project has been the catalyst fornew homes, transport improvements
and landscaping; this benefits the city andwider region, as well as the local environment. By
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considering the potentialbroader benefits from the start of the project, a more integrated
solution hasbeen found rather than just a cost-driven one.

This shows that managing increased flood risk cansimultaneously help reduce pressure for
development and provide environmentalbenefits. Construction on the flood relief channel
began in 2013 and is due forcompletion this year.

As first the motor car and then health and wellbeingtransformed 20th-century town planning, in
the 21st century it will be waterthat shapes our communities. Unless we begin to address the
effects of floodingand drought now, the consequences are likely to worsen over the coming
century.Aquatecture offers an alternative approach to traditional flood defence-basedsolutions
in an accessible way, and highlights opportunities for innovationacross the construction sector.

Richard Coutts is Director at Baca Architects

Further information
This feature is taken from the RICS Land journal June/July 2016
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